NK cell and macrophages confer prognosis and reflect immune status in osteosarcoma.
Osteosarcoma (OS) is a common primary malignant bone tumor in young adolescents. About 30% of patients with OS have a recurrence, and the overall survival after OS recurrence is not good. In this study, we aimed to analyze and identify factors that influence prognosis after OS relapse. We retrieved the Gene Expression Omnibus data set and collected a series of transcriptome data with clinical information, including microRNA (miRNA) and messenger RNA (mRNA) expression profiles in recurrent OS. Upon comparison of the dysregulated genes of survival status in the recurrent OS samples, it was found that there were 268 differential expressed (DE) mRNAs and six DE miRNAs. These genes are related to pathways in cancer. We also predicted the interaction networks of these DE mRNAs and miRNAs. Further, we applied cibersort to estimate the proportion of immune cell types and we discovered that natural killer cells and macrophages have different abundance between good prognosis and poor prognosis. Our study indicates that for recurrent OS samples, there are several differences between these two groups, including gene expression and the status of immune activation. The immunity status is a candidate signature for disease prediction, prevention, and therapy choices.